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Krech Ojard & Associates is a progressive firm offering professional
material handling, logistics, transportation, and transshipment
facilit y services. With outstanding client service and the abilit y to
specialize on unique projects or serve as the lead firm on large
projects, Krech Ojard has quickly become one of the region’s
most distinguished design firms.
With professional engineers with a broad experience base in
mechanical, electrical, civil, rail, structural and marine fields,
Krech Ojard is a team of professionals built specifically for
transshipment facilities. Krech Ojard professionals handle
ever ything from concept or bankable studies to assessments,
logistics, design, construction administration, client representation
and more.
Our staff approach projects with real-world management,
operation and maintenance experience and know what it takes to
keep facilities working in all ranges of environmental conditions,
including salt and fresh water environments. This experience and
our reputation for high-qualit y, consistent performance has taken
us from the jungles and ports of South America to the northern
regions of Canada and Alaska, and from Europe to Africa and
Australia.
Krech Ojard’s professionals are supporting transshipment facilities
and building upon our broad experience with each unique
facilit y. Let us bring that experience to your facilit y and exceed
your expectations.

TRANSSHIPMENT
CENEX-HARVEST STATES DOCK Superior, Wisconsin

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY
HALLETT DOCK 6
Duluth, Minnesota

The CN Hallett Dock is a multi-modal transshipment
facilit y, accommodating shipping and receiving by
rail, truck and ship. Several divisions of Krech Ojard
coordinated their services to complete this project: KOA’s
Civil Group performed site surveying & site design, the
Structural Group designed the new rail car dump facilit y,
the Mechanical Group designed the rail car dump and
conveyor systems, and North Shore Track Services, a
subsidiar y of KOA, installed new railroad lines.
The location of the rail dump facility provided a unique
challenge for our structural engineers: the underground
facility is adjacent to a wetland area, twenty feet below
the water level. The installation of fifty foot sheet piles
formed a coffer dam, allowing the site to be safely
excavated. One hundred vertical piles into the silt below,
utilizing the friction of the soil against the surface of the
piles to anchor the facility into place. The new structure
features a dust collection system that collects and solidifies
airborne particles and returns them to the conveying
system, reducing both product loss and air pollution.

ALASKA RAILROAD
CORPORATION SEWARD
STORAGE FACILITY
Seward, Alaska

DETROIT EDISON
BEEMSTERBOER COAL
TRANSFER FACILITY
Chicago, Illinois

OHIO RIVER COAL
TRANSSHIPMENT DESIGN
STUDY
Lower Ohio River

Projects for transload and storage facility have ranged from
structural, marine and mechanical investigations of the current
facility, structural and mechanical upgrades, and long-term
maintenance plans and other capital improvements. Other projects
at this facility included equipment specifications, water reclamation
and protection systems and also involved facility and equipment
upgrades required to increase the rate of rail car unloading,
stockpiling, reclaiming, and ship loading at the Seward Coal
Transfer Facility. Rail car unloading and stockpiling rates were
to increase from 3000 TPH to 4800 TPH. Reclaiming and ship
loading rates were to increase from 1200 TPH to 2000 TPH.

Worked with DTE Coal Services on the Powder River Basin coal
transshipment facility on the Calumet River in Chicago, Illinois. The
purpose of this facility is to provide an additional DTE facility for the
distribution of PRB coal to local markets. The coal will be delivered
to the facility in up to 150 car unit trains in 120 ton capacity cars,
unloaded and reloaded into vessels or rail cars for local distribution. It
is anticipated that this facility will begin operations with a through-put of
2.5 million tons annually and eventually grow to 5 million tons. Blending
of three types of coal is a requirement. Plans and cost estimates have
been prepared for a phased development that anticipates an initial
through-put of two million tons annually to a fully developed site with a
capacity of ten million tons annually.

Developed
alternative
conveyor/barge/marine
conceptual
configurations for the transshipment of 30 M Tons annual with
peak volume of 5500 TPH load rate at the barges for this
transshipment facilit y. Fuel source was delivered to site by unit
train and transferred via overland conveyor to shoreside surge bin/
feed conveyors. Feed conveyors traveled over water to terminal
surge bins and a traveling tripper double sided loading terminal.
KOA prepared general arrangement, flow diagrams, mechanical
arrangement, and cost estimates for the alternatives.

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY
TWO HARBORS DOCK
Two Harbors, Minnesota

Per formed the inspections, design of repairs and
modifications for the CN’s ore docks for the last t went y
years. Repairs and modifications included grouting of
the concrete foundations to reestablish pile bearing,
replacement of sheet piling, reattachment of sheet piles,
design and construction of t went y feet wide fender
extensions to accommodate the loading of 1000 ft
vessels as well as numerous modifications to the material
handling systems. More recent projects include the design
and repair of storage bins, access way reconfiguration,
fines removal/cleanout designs, wind/dust screening for
Dock #2.

GENERAL MILLS DOCK
RECONSTRUCTION
Superior, Wisconsin

CENEX-HARVEST
STATES DOCK
Superior, Wisconsin

DULUTH SEAWAY PORT
AUTHORITY
Duluth, Minnesota

Krech Ojard undertook this project for the reconstruction of 1200
feet of the General Mills loading dock. Features developed for
the project included a grain loading dock and a retaining wall
composed of wood cribbing and piling, and sheet pile with a
timber deck. The project was funded by the Wisconsin Department
of Transportation and the Wisconsin Harbor Assistance Program.
Engineering work for the project was completed within the
established budget and time frame. Pictured directly above is a
pipe pile grouping for a new mooring dolphin ready to be formed
for its new concrete cap.

Responsible for the reconstruction of 1150 feet of the CenexHarvest States loading dock in Superior, WI. The reconstruction of
project will be completed in t wo phases. The first phase involved
the 600 foot of dock completed in 2004. The second phase
was completed in 2008. Features in the this project included
construction of concrete dock supported on wood piles, a 160
foot high grain storage silo’s along dock face and 1150 feet of
steel sheet pile bulkhead. Special issues the Krech Ojard needed
to address were loss of lateral support to silo mat piling and soil
instabilit y on and around dock.

Performed a rail/truck/ship transshipment facility study at a port site
in Duluth, Minnesota. The charge of the work was to consider all
aspects including transportation infrastructure, commodities handling,
rail and truck layouts, and site structure improvements. The rail-related
work included consideration of alternate track layouts for storage
and minimal freight handling, track cut/fill, switches, road crossing
panels, car bumpers, and track crossing/diamonds. The rail circulation
efficiency was interrelated to the truck volume and site routing as well
as the geometric relationship to gantry cranes and storage areas.
Site civil analysis and planning included consideration of stormwater,
roadways, traffic integration, pavement types suited to heavy loads,
utility extensions and site security.

MIDWEST ENERGY RESOURCES
Superior, Wisconsin

Krech Ojard has performed multiple services for this facility,
the largest coal trans-shipment facility on the Great Lakes and
in the Midwest area. MERC has been a repeat customer for
KOA’s Mechanical, Marine and Structural engineers. This
large scale facility has been extensively upgraded in recent
years and has been a source of variable and unique projects
for KOA. Recently assisted in the expansion of MERC’s
annual capacit y from 18,000,000 to 25,000,000 NT, the
design of a dustless conveyor transfer points, the design of
a rail car dust suppression system, design of a fill station,
increase stockpiling and car unloading rate from 3500
NT to 5000 NT/HR and the design of a rotar y coupler
rail car dump. Other services that KOA provided included
preliminar y engineering (layout and cost estimate) project
management, equipment specification and purchasing
assistance, detail design (engineering, material handling,
structural design), marine and structural assessments of
pier and dock structures, start–up assistance and retrofits
to existing plant with minimal shutdown.

TOPOLOBAMPO
DEVELOPMENT
Sinaloa, Mexico

TACONITE HARBOR
ENERGY CENTER
Schroeder, Minnesota

CALCITE HARBOR
Michigan

Provided engineering services for a proposed copper concentrate
storage, handling, and exporting facility at the Port of Topolobampo
in Mexico. The port will be used to export copper concentrate mined
from a new mine under development near Tucson, Arizona. The project
encompasses all of the core abilities of Krech Ojard. The mechanical
department performed design of the concentrate bulk material handling
system, the civil department performed the site design and railroad loop
track, and the structural department designed the buildings and dock.
Krech Ojard’s Electrical Group designed the electrical, lighting, and
controls systems for the facility.

Investigated the capital and operating costs of upgrading the
facility’s coal-delivery systems. The harbor and rail facilities
serving this power station were examined by our mechanical and
rail engineering divisions, to determine the costs associated with
deliver y of coal by rail, as well as the potential for increasing the
capabilities of the existing ship-unloading facilities.

Krech Ojard performed engineering services for the design of
a new coal receiving port for this new Power Generation Plant
in Michigan. Prior to the design of the new facility upgrades,
studies were performed on existing facility upgrade needs and
possibilities. Engineer Divers performed underwater and above
water investigations of the port facility. Mechanical, Rail, and
Structural Engineers performed studies on the existing buildings,
material handling systems, rail and transshipment facilities.

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY
DULUTH DOCK
Duluth, Minnesota

Performed the inspections, design of repairs and
modifications for the CN’s ore docks for the last twenty
years. Repairs and modifications included grouting of the
concrete foundations to reestablish pile bearing, replacement
of sheet piling, reattachment of sheet piles, design and
construction of twenty feet wide fender extensions to
accommodate the loading of 1000 ft vessels as well as
numerous modifications to the material handling systems.
More recent projects include the design of hundreds of new
and unique slabs for CN Dock#6, and improvements to
tripper discharge skirting at the Duluth stacker.

CANADIAN
NATIONAL RAILWAY
MATERIAL HANDLING
UPGRADES
Duluth, Minnesota
Design upgrades to a lake shore stacker. This project included
a 3,000,000 NT bulk storage facilit y, 75 foot high stockpiles,
4,000 foot long reversible yard belt and a rail mounted
stacker. Upgraded the conveyor system from 2700 to 4000 LTPH,
conducted preliminary engineering, layout and cost estimate, detail
design (material handling & structural design), project management,
equipment specification and purchasing assistance. The engineering
effort for these projects consisted of stability analysis and design of
jacking systems and temporary supports to permit replacement of
main slew bearings, boom pendants and main travel drive trucks.

CONSUMER’S ENERGY
Holland, Michigan

CONVEYOR DUST
ENCLOSURE
Minnesota

Involved facility and equipment upgrades required to increase coal
conveying rates of Consumer’s Energy’s power plants back-up fueling
path from 900 tph to 2000 tph PRB coal. Conducted a review of the
current train unloading system, prepared detailed design package
(engineering, materials handling, structural design), prepared
equipment specification package, developed maintenance and
spare parts manual, and provided construction management,
construction inspection, QA/QC, Primavera scheduling services.

Developed solutions for mitigation design to prevent fugitive
dust emissions from the water-side pellet load-out conveyor. This
massive structure, constructed in the 1950’s sits on the shores of
Lake Superior and near a public marina. KO’s design focused on
enclosing the end support tower to capture fugitive dust being
carried back on the conveying system. The implementation focused
on the mechanical equipment maintenance access, emergency
egress improvements, and support detailed analysis, design and
construction administration of modifications to the pellet load-out
conveyor structure.
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